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Abstract

The  present  study  aims  at  adding  a  further  stage  to  the  study  of  Mishnaic 

Hebrew and complement the study of Mishnaic Hebrew Morphology as reflected 

by Tannaitic Literature. 

Mishnaic  Hebrew  Morphology  has  not  yet  been  fully  described.  Its  most 

comprehensive grammar has been M.H. Segal’s book that draws exclusively on 

printed  editions  and  therefore  fails  to  faithfully  represent  authentic  Mishnaic 

Hebrew.

An  exhaustive  description  of  Mishnaic  Hebrew  has  to  be  based  on  reliable 

manuscripts preserving the original  language of  the Mishnaic period.   Printed 

editions, however, underwent editing which considerably changed their texts.

The main focus of Tannaitic Literature study has been on Mishna and Tosefta 

manuscripts,  while  the  language of  the  Midrashim,  which are  equally  part  of 

Tannaitic Literature, has not yet been exhaustively studied. A close systematic 

study of Midrashim language will no doubt enable scholars to complement both 

those morphological issues already studied according to the Mishna and those 

not studied so far. Out of all of the Halakhic Midrashim, only Sifra and Sifre on 

Numbers have been partially studied. No systematic  study has been made of 

Mishnaic Hebrew Morphology as reflected by Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael and of 

its  contribution  to  the  study  of  Mishnaic  Hebrew in  general  and  of  Tannaitic 

Hebrew in particular.

The present study is an attempt to study the special characteristics of Mekhilta 

Hebrew  on  the  one  hand  and  its  relationship  to  Biblical  Hebrew,  Mishnaic 

Hebrew, Tosefta Hebrew, and the Hebrew used in the other Halakhic Midrashim 

on the other.
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It  is based on Oxford manuscript 151.2, the oldest Mekhilta manuscript dated 

1291.  It  was  chosen  as  the  Mekhilta  reliable  manuscript  by  the  Hebrew 

Language Historical Dictionary Project of The Academy of the Hebrew Langauge 

due to the original forms it contains.

The present study reaffirms the assertion that this manuscript is truly reliable, 

reflecting some original and special forms obliterated from the printed editions or 

replaced by simpler ones. These forms are compared here with parallel forms 

included in the Mekhilta printed editions. Both printed editions of the Mekhilta are 

far  from  perfect.  Thus,  although  Horovitz-Rabin’s  edition  follows  academic 

guidelines, it is not sufficiently accurate and often fails to faithfully represent the 

manuscript.  Lauterbach’s  Mekhilta  edition  is  accompanied  by  an  English 

translation and mainly draws on the Munich manuscript of the Mekhilta as well as 

on some early printed editions.  It,  too,  however,  includes some defects,  only 

partially representing different versions.

The Oxford manuscript of the Mekhilta demonstrates some characteristics of the 

eastern type of Palestinian Mishnaic Hebrew using Babylonian spelling. Thus, for 

example, the dipthong  ay is spelt by means of the letter  aleph as in shamay (

 The vowel e is spelt at the end of the word by means of the .(רשאי) rashay ,(שמאי

letter yod as in Rabbi Yose ( יוסי ר' ), mufne מופנהמפני=[ ])), mitnavne (מתנווני). The 

vowel a is spelt by means of the letter  aleph both at the end of the word, as in 

Akiva (עקיבא), as well as in the middle, as in kan (כאן). The prepositions heimenu 

and heimena (הימנה , are used here. The verbal noun pattern (הימנו  haqtalah in 

third radical yod verbs is spelt by means of the letter  aleph as in  hoda’ah and 

hatra’ah (  The pattern qatlan is used to designate the agent as in .( התראה,הודאה

gazlan (גזלן). 
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Alongside with these phenomena some characteristics typical  of western type 

manuscripts using Palestinian spelling are also found, as in the spelling of the 

diphthong ay by means of the letter yod as in keday (כדיי). The vowel a is spelt 

without an  aleph as  in heikhan,  mikkan (מיכן , .(היכן  The  collocation  bein 

hakevarot (בין הקברות ) and the verb  nit’almenah (נתאלמנה) are used here.  The 

plural suffix -yot is used in nouns where the singular form ends with the suffix -ut 

as in malkhiyyot, galiyyot (מלכיות, גליות). Verbal nouns in the pattern qetilah from 

the  third  radical  aleph type  are  spelt  with the letter  yod as in  biryah  .(ביריה) 

Frontal vowels are replcaed by back ones near a labial consonant or the letter 

resh as  in  dormaskit  =) (משום) mishshum ,(מסובין) mesubbin ,(דורמסקית) 

mishshemמשם ;) etc. 

The first part of the present thesis deals with the verb paradigm, presenting some 

special conjugation patterns such as nuf’al and nittaf’al as well as interchange of 

conjugations, special tense forms as in hayah+pa’al (perfect tense: hayu nahagu; 

 verb patterns ;(עתידות מתכנסות ;atidot mitkanesot‘) atid + active participle’ ,(היו נהגו

and  interchange  of  patterns,  second  person  masculine  singular  and  present 

participle  feminine  singular  conjugation  and  infinitive  forms  of  the  nif’al 

conjugation and nitpa’el prefixes in the perfect and participle. 

This part of the thesis also discusses in detail the defective verbs (first radical 

aleph, first radical yod and vav, first radical nun, double second radical, aleph 

and yod third radical), comparing Mekhilta findings with the inventory of the Bible, 

Mishna,  Tosefta  and  other  types  of  Tannaitic  Hebrew.  The  present  study 

demonstrates how the Mekhilta differentiates between verbs of Biblical origin and 

verbs of Tannaitic origin. 
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The second part of the present thesis deals with the noun system, providing a 

detailed discussion of the verbal noun patterns of the conjugations qal, pi’el, hif’il 

and hitpa’el as well as  pattern varieties of a particular conjugation  as in qetilah/  

qetalah  (havishah/  havashah; ,(חבישה/חבשה   qetilah/  miqtal  (amirah/  ma’amar; 

/qittul ,(דיבר/דיבור ;dibber/ dibbur) in the qal conjugation, qittel/ qittul (אמירה/מאמר  

qattalah  (kippur[im]/  kapparahכיפורים/כפרה ;)  in  pi’el  and  heqtel/  haqtalah 

(hekhret/ hakhratahהכרת/הכרתה ;) in hif’il. 

Next  are  discussed noun plural  forms including  nouns ending with the plural 

suffix  - im/  -in, as in olam- olamim (עולם-עולמים), nouns ending with the plural 

suffix -ot as in binyan-binyanot (בניין-ביניינות), nouns ending with the plural suffix 

-yot, as in  pur’anut- pur’aniyyot  as well as nouns with double ,(פורענות-פורעניות) 

plural  forms  as  in boqer-  beqarim/  boqerot ,(בוקר-בקרים/בוקרות)   telef-  telafim/  

telafot ((טלף-טלפים/טלפות. 

This study of the noun system has revealed that in this text, as in the rest of 

Tannaitic Literature, the plural suffix - ot is used considerably more often than the 

plural suffix - im and the origin of the noun, whether Biblical or Tannaitic, affects 

the choice between these patterns.

Nouns following the pattern  qatlan / meqatlan, as in  ravtzan, me’arekhan רבצן)  

מארכן)  are also discussed here. 

The  influence  of  Aramaic  on  both  verb  conjugations  and  noun  formation  is 

studied and demonstrated all through the present thesis.  
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